Lights, Camera, Action: Perseverance!

Task 2: Exploring Perseverance in Science

Activity 5: Prove It

Now that you have read and analyzed the article and listened to the podcast, you need to write a short email message that explains how these doctors have shown perseverance in their work. Your email should be approximately 5-7 sentences in length and it should provide evidence from the article and/or the podcast to support your opinion. Enter your response into the form below.

To: Director (director@perseverance.org)
From: Producer (producer@perseverance.org)
Subject: Persevering through the battle against rabies

Message: Answers will vary. The student should use textual support and observations may include:

The doctors show perseverance by focusing on their medical research despite obstacles and failures; the doctors are working against a disease with a very high death rate; the doctors are fighting for their patients’ lives.